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Abstract. One of the fundamental signatures of the Quark Gluon Plasma has been the
suppression of heavy flavor (specifically D mesons), which has been measured via the nuclear
modification factor, RAA and azimuthal anisotropies, vn, in large systems. However, multiple
competing models can reproduce the same data for RAA to vn. In this talk we break down the
competing effects that conspire together to successfully reproduce RAA and vn in experimental
data using Trento+v-USPhydro+DAB-MOD. Then using our best fit model we make predictions
for RAA and vn across system size for
208PbPb, 129XeXe, 40ArAr, and 16OO collisions. We find
that 0–10% centrality has a non-trivial interplay between the system size and eccentricities such
that system size effects are masked in v2 whereas in 30–50% centrality the eccentricities are
approximately constant across system size and, therefore, is a better centrality class to study D
meson dynamics across system size.
1. Introduction
The suppression of heavy probes has been a fundamental signature used to constrain the
microscopic properties of the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). The soft sector of the QGP consists
of a nearly perfect fluid composed of light quarks (up, down, and strange) and gluons. The
collective flow observables in the soft sector are well described through event-by-event relativistic
viscous hydrodynamics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Due to the much
larger mass of charm quarks, they are created at very short time scales and are very unlikely
to be fully thermalized within the soft sector of the QGP. Therefore, open heavy flavor mesons,
like D mesons can provide orthogonal information to that gathered in the soft sector. Studying
the nuclear modification factor, RAA, which is approximately 1 when no suppression occurs and
much less than 1 in large AA collisions where heavy flavor quarks loose energy by being bumped
around by the strongly interacting QGP, can provide insight into the microscopic dynamics of
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the QGP. Additionally, due to the path length dependence of the heavy quarks passing through
the azimuthally anisotropic medium, a large v2 is measured for D mesons. In more recent years
it has been shown that there is a strong correlation between the soft and hard/heavy sectors
when it comes to azimuthal anisotropies [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]
In light of the recent small system results from the LHC and RHIC wherein collective flow
and strangeness enhancement [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47] have been measured in small systems that can be reasonably well described
by theoretical hydrodynamic models [48, 49, 50, 4, 51, 52, 53, 54, 15, 53], physicists have been
trying to reconcile these results with the lack of hard or heavy flavor suppression (i.e. RpA ∼ 1
[55, 56]). For an overview and discussion on future measurements see [57]. A further piece in the
puzzle is that a large v2 has now been measured for D mesons in pPb collisions at the LHC [58].
Currently, there are no theoretical models that can simultaneously reproduce RpA ∼ 1 with a
large v2 prediction, rather RpA ∼ 0.8 [59] or no v2 calculations have been attempted [60, 61]. In
order to shed light on this mystery we study the system size dependence of RAA and v2 in the
potential upcoming system size run of symmetric AA collisions (first proposed at the LHC in
[62]) using our best fit models in PbPb collisions: trento+v-USPhydro+DAB-MOD.
2. Model
For our heavy flavor description we have created the modular D and B meson Monte Carlo
simulation package DAB-MOD [22, 63, 25] that can run both Langevin and energy loss
models (and easily incorporate different components of the modeling such as energy loss
fluctuations, coalescence, varying the diffusion transport coefficient, and path length dependence
of the energy loss). The initial heavy flavor quarks are sampled from pQCD FONLL
calculations [64, 65] distribution. After they are evolved dynamically on top of an event-by-event
viscous hydrodynamical evolving medium (Trento [66]+v-USPhydro [67, 68, 69]) using either a
Langevin description or energy loss, they are hadronized at the decoupling temperature Td via
a hybrid fragmentation/coalescence model from which the final nuclear modification factor can
be reconstructed. Here we use our “best fit” model tuned at PbPb 5.02 TeV collisions [63]
where the purely collisional spatial diffusion coefficient model [70] Ds(2piT ) = 2.23 reasonably
reproduces experimental data at low pT . 5–6 GeV, while an energy loss model (with the same
best fit description as in [71]) works best for for the high pT & 5–6 GeV. While a number of
lessons can be learned from PbPb collisions, it is not clear across system size in what pT range
Langevin versus energy loss descriptions will dominate. Therefore, in the plots shown here we
include both in an overlapping region.
Because we also plot the azimuthal anisotropies, we point out that this is inherently a soft hard
correlation (between one soft particle and one hard particle, see [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] for further
details on the implications). Therefore, we pay special attention to a reasonable hydrodynamic
description of the soft sector. Here we used Trento initial conditions with the parameters p = 0,
k = 1.6, and σ = 0.51 fm determined from a Bayesian analysis [8] and that works reasonably
well compared to multiparticle cumulants [72, 73]. The hydrodynamical description fixed the
parameters τ0 = 0.6 fm, η/s = 0.047, TFO = 150 MeV by comparing to experimental data from
the LHC [11, 13, 74] and uses the state-of-the-art Lattice QCD equation of state [75, 11] matched
to the particle data list PDG16+ [76, 77]. Additionally, due to the sensitivity of the soft sector
to a deformed 129Xe nucleus [13] we also compare a spherical versus prolate xenon nucleus.
Finally, we would be remiss not to point out that there is a tuning parameter for RAA that
adjusts its overall magnitude (generally tuned in most central collisions). Because these are
predictions for XeXe, ArAr, and OO i.e. there is no experimental data available for RAA in
these collisional systems, there is inherently an amount of uncertainty due to this parameter.
Furthermore, our hydrodynamic calculations have a similar parameter that is typically tuned to
the dN/dy in central collisions. Here we assume in both cases that these constants do not vary
with system size.
3. Results
Within the heavy flavor sector there are many competing models that can reasonable well
reproduce experimental data (see for these comparisons in [78]). However, in [79] it was found
that once all models are required to use the same hydrodynamical background that these
similarities no longer hold. In this work, we constrain our background to fit multiple observables
in the soft sector and then study what contributes to produce a reasonable RAA and v2.
In Fig. 1 we compare the RAA for PbPb collisions at 5.02 TeV for our two different “best
fit” models: the Langevin description and energy loss (see [63] for further comparisons of energy
loss fluctuations, initial state models, diffusion coefficients, and energy loss parameterizations).
Furthermore, we compare both models with and without coalescence. It is clear that at low
pT the need for coalescence is much more obvious whereas above pT > 5 GeV, the need for
coalescence is minimal.
When it comes to v2 {2} the influence of coalescence appears to play a role even in the
energy loss results up to roughly pT ∼ 10 GeV. For both Langevin and energy loss the effect
of coalescence shifts the peak in the v2 curve to the right (higher pT ). Additionally, the v2
results make it quite clear that energy loss is needed above pT > 5 GeV because the Langevin
results significantly under-predict the data whereas the energy loss model can reproduce the
experimental data perfectly.
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Figure 1. Comparison of RAA for both our
best fit Langevin and energy loss models both
with and without coalescence.
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Figure 2. Comparison of v2 {2} for both our
best fit Langevin and energy loss models both
with and without coalescence.
Using then our best fit models (always including coalescence) we then make predictions across
system size in Fig. 3 for the nuclear modification factor. We find that the smaller systems,
indeed, bring RAA closer to 1 but still have rather significant deviations from 1 at pT ∼ 10 GeV
where a minimum is seen. Generally 30 − 50% centrality class can get an RAA ∼ 0.8 at its
minimum whereas 0− 10% centrality class has a minimum closer to 0.5 for our smallest system
size of OO collisions. We note that OO collisions are about double the radius of pPb collisions.
Finally, we see that Langevin and energy loss descriptions are nearly identical in RAA at high
pT but between pT ∼ 5− 10 GeV the energy loss model predicts significantly more heavy flavor
suppression than the Langevin model. This point specifically is interesting because it may be
that in smaller systems a Langevin description, which predicts less suppression, is preferred in
contrast to large systems where Langevin matches data only at low pT .
Because we study v2, it is important to study the shape of the initial state through the
eccentricities. It has been shown that the initial eccentricities are very strongly correlated
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Figure 3. Plot of RAA across different collisional systems (i.e. system sizes), comparing two
different centrality classes: 0− 10% and 30− 50%.
with the final v2 in both the soft [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85] and the hard/heavy sector
[20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 63, 25]. Thus, studying the eccentricities across system size can shed light on
the anticipated final v2 of D mesons. In Fig. 4 we perform precisely this comparison and find
quite different results depending on the centrality class. In centrality collisions of 0− 10% there
is a strong system size dependence in ε2 such that as the system size decreases, the eccentricities
increase. In contrast, in midcentral collisions of 30 − 50% we find that the eccentricities are
nearly constant and only the system size changes. Thus, 30− 50% is the best centrality class to
actually observe system size effects (to reduce the competing effect of variation in eccentricities).
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Figure 4. Plot of elliptical eccentricities versus average radius for different collisional systems,
comparing two different centrality classes: 0− 10% and 30− 50%.
Then in Fig. 5 we make the full comparison of the v2 calculations. We find that as anticipated
from the eccentricities that 0−10% paints a complicated picture where there is very little system
size dependence. This is because the increase in ε2 in small systems would have the effect of
increasing v2 whereas the system size decrease (demonstrated through the average radius, R)
would suppress v2. Overall, these two competing effects lead to a nearly identical v2 across
system size. In contrast, the 30− 50% centrality class sees a very clear suppression of v2 as one
decrease the system size.
Additionally, in Fig. 5 we see that a prolate nucleus leads to a larger v2 for D mesons. This is
somewhat surprising because typically the effect of a deformation only shows up in very central
collisions. Additionally, one would likely expect that D mesons are less sensitive to such small
deformation, however, it appears that they indeed can see these differences.
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Figure 5. Plot of v2 {2} across different collisional systems (i.e. system sizes), comparing two
different centrality classes: 0− 10% and 30− 50%.
4. Conclusions
Similar to what was found in the soft sector in [74], different behaviors can appear when scaling
either by multiplicity (see also [86]) or centrality. In this talk, we argue that when scaling by
centrality the v2 results have a complex interplay between eccentricities and shrinking system
size such that the D meson v2 is nearly identical across system size in most central collisions.
However, we argue that comparing 30−50% centrality allows a focus only on system size effects
while keeping the eccentricities nearly identical. In this case we predict that D meson v2 will
be significantly suppressed in smaller systems in 30− 50% centrality, this result occurs both in
Langevin and energy loss descriptions.
One surprising feature is that we do find a sensitive of D meson v2 to a deformed
129Xe
nucleus in 0 − 10% collisions in the range of pT = 3 − 5 GeV, in light of these results it would
be quite interesting to revisit RHIC UU results in central collisions in order to study D meson
v2 or to also explore effects of deformed nuclei in the future sPHENIX experiment.
Finally, we study the system size dependence of a heavy flavor Langevin description versus
energy loss description. While the overage magnitude shifts somewhat between the two
descriptions, we find that they are both influenced by system size in roughly equivalent manners.
In the case of RAA they both approach 1 as the system size is decreased (however, a Langevin
description is slightly closer to 1 compared to the energy loss description). However, both still
are quite a bit farther away from the RpPb ∼ 1 result. The v2 results for energy loss tend to
produce more v2 for pT > 5 GeV (bringing it closer to experimental data in PbPb collisions than
the Langevin models at high pT ). In future work we hope to extent our model to even smaller
systems such as pPb and pp to compare to recent results from ATLAS and CMS. Additionally,
we expect a similar effect to occur at RHIC (as discussed in [87]). Furthermore, it will be
interesting to explore further soft-heavy correlations such as [88] or study the initialization time
of heavy flavor dynamics more carefully [24]. Furthermore, it would be interesting to explore
these ideas further in proposed measurements such as polarized beams [89] and ultracentral
deformed ion-ion collisions [90].
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